August Monthly Report

Rising tensions between North Korea and its neighbours, along
with threats by President Trump had surprisingly little impact on
markets either here or internationally. The Australian market
ended in slightly positive territory for the month, while overseas
markets were generally slightly down.
The Fund enjoyed a good reporting season outperforming the
market by more than 3% in August with companies in the portfolio
generally meeting or beating results expectations.
Amongst the larger holdings in the Fund, Smartgroup, Cochlear,
Nick Scali, and Reece reported good results. While there were
satisfactory results from ARB Corporation, PWR Holdings and
Beacon Lighting, and muted results from Adelaide Brighton and
1300 Smiles.
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Smartgroup continued to deliver with a strong half-year result that had underwritten the strong share price
performance in recent months, and jumping nearly 20% after the release of its results. Revenue was up 57% to $95m
and NPAT up 63% on prior year to $30m. The company delivered organic growth of 12% driven by 2.6% in package
growth, 7% from acquisition synergies and the balance by pricing. The business remains incredibly profitable with an
EBIT margin of 40% and the company has stated it is well placed to deliver another year of positive results. With the
prospects of further double-digit growth and no imminent regulatory risks, we are happy to maintain our position
despite its strong price of 14% during the month.
Cochlear reported another good result with unit sales up 8% and revenue up 7%, but with some foreign exchange
tailwinds the company enjoyed an 18% increase in profits. The company will release this month its latest Nucleus
Sound 7 processor which is 25% smaller and 24% lighter and has a battery life 50% longer. The company has indicated
profits will be about 10% higher again next year and increased its dividend by 17%.
PWR Holdings bounced back by 15% following the release of its full year profits. Profits were down by 13.8% but
these were largely foreign exchange driven as the AUD fell 20% against the Pound during the year. Adjusting for this,
revenue was up 11% and the latest half year was up 27% on the prior year. The main driver of growth in the business
remains. F1 sales which grew by 19% on prior year and sales in motorsports in general, which includes Nascar and
Formula E amongst others, were up 15% to $36m. We met with management following the result and came away
confident that the future for this business is very bright and that today’s price will look compelling in value in a short
space of time. We took the opportunity to add to our holding during the month.
We will provide a more detailed review of the portfolio and full or half year results in the next end of quarter
September update.
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